
KELLY COLLECTION
NEW  YEAR ,  NEW  DESIGN ,  SAME  STYLE



The world has fallen in love with Essential Home's iconic
Kelly bar chair since its launch 4 years ago. Thanks to its
inspiring modern l ines and mid-century design, this
popular piece became one of Essential Home's best-
sell ing products leaving us with the sense that the hit
wouldn't stop there.

After an unusual year that makes reminded us of the
importance of memorable moments and chapters from
the past, Essential Home's design team came up with an
incredible furniture collection that follows the iconic
design of Kelly, but with a modern fresh take. 

NEW KELLY COLLECTION

 A MODERN TAKE ON BAR FURNITURE DESIGN 
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Meet the Kelly Collection, a unique series of mid-century
modern bar furniture that wil l  be the perfect f inishing
touch to any project type, from residential to luxury
hotels and restaurant ideas.

More than a collection, the Kelly family is here to make a
statement in your design project with its unique
personality. Inspired by the sculpted arches from the bar
in the classic movie Casablanca, this unique series of
products are timeless and unforgettable to any interior
design enthusiast.

Besides being trendy and stylish, this mid-century
furniture family is made to be comfortable and
customizable to your project or idea. 

THE BEST STATEMENT PIECES FOR ANY PROJECT
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ABOUT US:
Essential Home sees this style as a stylish sanctuary

from the stresses of l ife.
 

In interior design, it ’s all about respect for history,
you should bring together the iconic character and

elegance of the space with practical luxury. But
Paris, as its fun and magic side and Parisienne style,
is that whole idea of anti-decor, always have to look

like you’ve done it yourself l ike a true French.
 

What better way to represent them to mix our soft
and clean Marco Dining chair with the robust and
sturdy Bertoia marble table. The key is to keep it
simple, mixing vintage with new, and allow our

memories and treasures brought home from travels
to shape space rather than sticking to any particular

interior style.
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